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Power Makes Policy
' J ’H E proposals for a cease fire in
Korea" are naturally w elcom e: if
A c ce ssfu l they will put an end to the
jtoihtary loss of life, and that is a lot
■P have gained. But one should not
jprget the political mopping-up which
"V-day always follows any war. Often
jfch operations are scarcely less bloody
,,d are more distasteful than military
lling in that they are conducted in
j d blood.
fjCor should pacifists and anti-mili. lists delude themselves with the idea
“the governments have now realpgeci that war does not pay.” We have
■ b e a d y pointed out in these columns
® e advantages which the powers have
• a w n from the mere fact of conduct| g a war, quite apart from the major
jltes alleged to be in dispute.
jrThe 7-point terms tentatively put
at in Washington can be regarded as
j r y reasonable. M ost of them are
" a p p l y practical matters of mutual
m irity, but the idea of establishing
ia n international body, not necessarily
Vider United. Nations supervision, to
Face that the truce is being observed
H r- . ” is a clear recognition of the
Ekcts.

B a la n ce o f P o w e r
| In recognizing the facts, however,
p t also underlines the position which
1 Freedom has stressed throughout the
[’ Korean W ar: that it is not principles
I but power which dictates policy. And

the whole stalemate position endorses
this view. Power is balanced more
or less along the 38th parallel; the dis
advantages of war are beginning to
outweigh the advantages. In short,
there is nothing more to be gained
from the Korean conflict, so the time
has come to fold it up.
T o state the position thus, is not,
we believe, to be too brutal. Most
people would concede that that is the
way national States carry on their
business. But to see the reality of this
minor war in hard terms is to condemn
absolutely, the conduct of national
States. The operative factors in
Korea have been the interests of the
Western Bloc and those of the Com
munist Bloc. N o question of princi
ple, no humane concern for the people

The

Tsbekedi Khama, after listening in the
gallery to the Lordt upholding his case,
said, “Whatever the outcome, I shall leave
this country feeling satisfied that the
British public did everything in their
power to see that justice was done.”
But w hat be had in fact seen was bis
case steam-rollered by the party machine,
opposed by the Labour Party because the
G overnm ent opposed it, and supported by
the Conservatives for the same reason.
M r. Gordon Walker’s behaviour during
the debate does not do him much credit.
T h e issue was whether or not justice had
been done to Tshekedi and M r. Gordon
Walker evaded t by offering to to a g a
new tribal meeting called to discuss
wbsthcr Tsbekedi should return, after the

or the land of Korea, has influenced
those interests.
From one point of view one can
welcome a “reasonable” approach to
the question of cease-fire. But such
an approach reflects also the nonmoral qualities of international rela
tions. Relief at the prospect of the
war ending is mixed with disgust at
the calm consideration of pros and
cons after more than a million men
have lost their lives, and the devasta
tion of a country.
And the most that will have been
gained will be a return to the pre-war
position. The bankruptcy of the
social and economic order could
scarcely be more shamefully apparent.

L e w is M um ford : The Metropolitan Milieu.
A N English judge pnee remarked that,
“We are all supposed to know the
Law, and nobody does.” This was not
true, apparently, in the Identity Card case
since the findings of the Magistrates
against the Defendant were upheld by the
Appeal Court. But to determine who had
correctly interpreted the Law, the Lord
Chief Justice felt it necessary to call in
six additional judges. And for two days

atmosphere had been poisoned against
him, and by waving before the House a
telegram “just received” from the Resident
Commissioner. “There is a great deal of
evidence,” said Mr. Gordon Walker, “of
the happiness of the tribe and their co
operation with the administration. The
tax collection has this year reached a
record.” So has it in Britain!
But the whole discussion itself carefully
evades the real issue in another way. The
whole discreditable affair arises from the
marriage of Tshekedi’s nephew, Seretse
Khama, to a white woman, and because
of the susceptibilities of white opinion
in South Africa this must not be brought
into debate. As Tsbekedi says, “The
obvious reason of racial intolerance is too
delicate for any public discussion or
assertion; hence individuals have been
ruthlessly sacrificed for the unexplained
‘public goodV’
■■
Tshekedi in discussing the implications
of his own case, Zinks the issues involved
with the current proposals for a new
Dominion of British Central Africa in die
Rhodesias and Nyasaland. In describing
these proposals in our last issue, we ques
tioned the value of the elaborate system
of safeguards (on paper) for the African
people. This is what Tshekedi says:
“The refusal of the Government to
allow the British public to get the facts
surrounding the banishment at first hand
assumes an even greater significance at
this particular moment when far-reaching
proposals for the formation of a British
Central Africa state are being made. In
this proposed state safeguards for the pro
tection of the rights and interests of the
African people appear to be vested in the
Secretary of Slate What is the meuning
of the warning given by the Common
wealth Relations Office in the House of
Lords, some days ago that “the Govern
ment trusted that Africans elsewhere
would take note of the Government’s
sole aim and motive— the welfare and
constitutional progress of the Bamangwato
people” ? ' Is the arbitrary manner, the
blind confidence in the word of the local
officials, which has been exhibited in the
present Bechuanaland case, a convincing
proof that the welfare of the African

people in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasa
land will be safe in she hands of the
Secretary of S u t e i”

the most eminent interpreters of the law
spent their time seeking a definition of the
term “Emergency”. That they found it
such an exclusive term to define is no
excuse for us laymen to plead that we
thought it meant something else: “Ignor
ance, of the law excuses’ no man. Every
man must be taken to know the law.”
But let us start from the beginning.

★
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Y O R K S H IR E

A T this year’s annual rally of Yorkshire miners at Pontefract recently,
Mr. Herbert Morrison emphasised two
major “principles” of present Labour
Party policy.
First, he said, was the need to con
solidate and “digest” the heavy and
dramatic legislative, economic and social
changes brought about by the Govern
ment during the 1945-50 Parliament.
Second, the need for the Labour Party
itself during this period of change— “and
it is the revolution,” he stated— to inten
sify its efforts in the field of moral and
spiritual education and regeneration, with
out which the Socialist cause would stick .
in the mud.
Now, digestion is the process by which
the body extracts from what it has con
sumed that which is of value and passes
on for eventual expulsion that which is
of no value. And if we apply this process
to the achievements of the Labour Govern
ment in the body politic, what should we
keep^ and what should we get rid of?
For the life of me I find it difficult to
point to more than one thing that the
present Government has introduced that
is worth having— the National Health
Service. A n d that is the very .first thing

C a rd s

struction. It was common ground that
some Order in Council was necessary to
terminate the Act and that no Order
existed' expressly dealing with the Act.
It was argued on one side by Mr.
Marshall that there could only be one
emergency and that must be deemed to be
ended for all purposes from the time the
first Order in Council was passed stating
that the emergency had ended. On the
other hand, it was argued that there could
be different forms of the same emergency.
On the true construction it was contem
plated that to bring any of these aspects
of the Acts to an end there must be an
Order in Council dealing with that par
ticular aspect.
This particular Act had not been
terminated by reason of the first Order in
Council passed as long ago as February,
1946, and as there had been no Order in
Council terminating this Act it could not
be said to have terminated.

T A ST December, a Mr. Willcock failed
to produce his identity card when re
quired to do so by a Police Constable who
was in uniform. Mr. Willcock was driving
a car at the time. It was contended on
behalf of Mr. Willcock before the magis
trates that the “National Registration Act,
1939, was to continue in force until such
date as the King might by Order in
CO much for the Law. How this conCouncil declare to be the date on which
-; trasts with morality was clearly re
the emergency, which was the occasion
vealed by comments made by Lord
of the passing of that Act, come to an
Goddard
himself during the hearing of
end and should then expire except as res
the Appeal.
pected things previously done or omitted
Mr.
Marshall
(for Mr. Willcock): “The
to be done: that pursuant to the Courts
power of forcing subjects to be registered,
(Emergency Powers) (End of Emergency)
to
be
numbered,
and to carry about with
Order, 1950, it was declared that Oct. 8,
them their card of identity, which, at the
1950, was the date on which the emer
request
of
some
police
officer or military
gency which was the occasion of the pass
authority, has to be produced, is an un
ing of the Courts (Emergency Powers)
usual
interference
with
the subject’s
Act, 1939, came to end end, and that
liberty which has never previously opera
the emergency which was the occasion of
ted
in
normal
times.
I
submit
that the
the passing of the Courts (Emergency
power was given only for emergency
Powers) Act, 1939, was the same emer
purposes.”
gency which was the occasion of the
Lord Goddard: It never operated be
passing of the National Registration Act.”
fore. In the First World War we had
The defence’s argument was therefore
registration, but we never had identity
that a policeman no longer had the legal
cards. It shows the danger of using legis
right to request the production of an
lation passed for one purpose for an
Identity Card. The justices’ view was v entirely different purpose. The showing
that section 6 (4) of the National Registra Vof an idemtity card is not being used for
tion Act had not been repealed and ac
security purposes at all.
cordingly convicted Mr. Willcock. This
On another occasion, Lord Goddard
interpretation was upheld by the Court
said to Mr. Vernon Gattie (for the
hearing the appeal.
police): “The Court invites you, if you
Lord Goddard began his judgment by
can tell us if the police do this as a
saying that the question was of very great
matter of routine: that, if they speak to
importance as was indicated by the fact
a person who has not got his lights on,
that a Court of seven judge? had been
they want to know his identity number,
specially constituted to deal with it. In
his name, address, sex, and "everything
the opinion of oil the members of the
else.”
Court it was essentially a question of conMr; Gattie: What they really want to
know is his identity number. It started
in May, 1941, when instructions were
F reed o n i D e fe n c e C om m ittee
issued to the police to ask for the identity
A N outcome of the Identity Card cards of anybody who came into their
hands. That included motorists. So far
case has been the formation of an as criminals are concerned, there are other
organisation with the title Freedom
means of establishing identity, but most
Defence Committee, which as some motorists are law-abiding people. When

readers will recall, bears the same
name as the civil liberties organisa
tion whose activities Freedom sup

ported and to which some members
of our group belonged. For this
reason we think it essential to point
out in order to avoid any possible
misunderstanding that the present
organisation is not a revival of the
Freedom Defence Committee with
which wc were connected.
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How is Your Digestion!

L a w and Id e n t it y

“No wonder the anarchists, with more generous modes of life in mind,
have invented the ominous phrase: ‘Incinerate the documents! ’ That would
wreck this world worse than an earthquake.”

T h e T s h e k e d i C a se
I ' J ’H E case of Tshekedi Khama,
banished without charge or trial
. from his tribe in Bechuanaland, was
discussed in detail in Freedom for
9/ 6/ 51, and no new facts have
emerged from last week’s debates in
both Houses of Parliament. What the
debates have demonstrated is the
com pletely unprincipled nature of
parliamentary decisions.
Although
M r. Attlee, in winding up the debate
in the House of Commons, said that
it was not a party matter, the “ Whips
were on ” and with only four voluntary
abstentions, the Labour members
voted with the Government. T his,
despite the fact that as Lord Chorley
said the following day in the House
of Lords debate (when the Govern
ment was defeated), and as Mr. J. P.
W. Mallalieu said in Tribune, “an
overwhelming majority of the Labour
Party would have been for Tshekedi.
One also had the specacle of a great
majority of the Tories, including the
m ost imperialistic Blimps voting for
the motion to rescind the order of
banishment,
“We saw,” says M r.
Mallalieu, “Lennox Boyd, the friend
of Franco, gallivanting as a progres
sive and defending the rights of m a n ” .

a certain

sham eful solidarity

to be attacked in the launching of the rearmantent drive!
For the rest of Labour's achievements—
we readily grant the “ dramatic” legislation
the Government has handled. For the
industrial Worker, 1305 was a most
dramatic piece of legislation.—net, it is
true, introduced by Labour, b ut they
would have been delighted to continue
it if the workers had p u t up with their
use of it. Making conscription permanent
extending it, too—-was “dramatic” from
a socialist point of view.
And nationalisation— how are we to
digest this? While only Anarchists a n d
Syndicalists opposed it, it remained only
the target of a militant minority. But now,,
outside of Government circles and the
meeting places of the National Board*—
who defends nationalisation? Certainly
not the workers!
M iners, dockers, railwaymen, transport
workers, gasmen, power workers.—large
proportions of all these key industries are
becoming more and more disillusioned
with the centralisation, bureaucracy, in
equality and high-handed methods of
thfif~ new bosses— and, of course, in
cases, the bosses are not new— just the old
ones svorking for the State instead of th e
shareholders.
As for the social changes M orrison
mentions— where are they? There has
been absolutely no change whatsoever in
the relationship between the ruling class
and the working class. The workers, o u t
of mistaken loyalty to “our own men” in
Parliament, have certainly taken more
from Labour than they would have taken
from the Tories. If anything, the relation
ship has hardened recently, however, into
more open hostility among the workers.
As costs of living rise, and profits soar
to fantastic heights, the class division o f
society is too blatantly weighted on th e
side of ownership, authority and privilege
for even the apathetic to miss.
When Herbert Morrison, then, talk*
about moral and spiritual education and
regeneration, we wonder who he think*
he’s kidding? We don’t find his kind of
“revolution” difficult to digest— we find it
hard to swallow!

M INERS T O PROBE
C O A L BOARD
if to prove what we have just
AS written
above, as we go to press
comes a report of an investigation into
the working of the N ational Coal B oard!
T he N ational Union of Mineworkers
have set up a committee of five to make
the closest possible examination of every
aspect of the Board’s work. The purpose
is to increase efficiency and it is hoped
that “one result will be that it will exposer
the shallowness of much of the irres
ponsible criticism levelled at the industry
since nationalisation.”
Now, semi-official committees are not
set up to deal with irresponsible criticism.
The uneasiness in nationalised industry is
now so widespread that even the union
leaders have become aware of it.
When working miners describe how the
number of officials (each with his own
car) has multiplied since nationalisation,
they are pointing to the outward signs o f
a deep-rooted sideness in individual life__
the canker of unproductive officials, many
of them very highly paid, growing like
fungus on the body of productive workers.
Those who claim that centralisation
makes for efficiency are distorting the
truth. The more centralised any organ
isation becomes, the more wasteful and
inefficient it is. This problem can only
be solved in industry by workers’ control
-—but we do not expea the N .U.M investigation committee to recommend
that!

GO O D BYE TO
LO R D H Y N D L E Y

A N D getting out just in time— before
the N .U.M . committee finds out too
much— Lord Hyndley, chairman of the
National Coal Board since its birth, retires
this month. Not that the N.U.M . com
mittee would say anything against the
noble Lord, for, as Sir William Lawther,
President of tha National Union of Mineworkers, said of Lord Hyndley’s departure,
TO PAGE T H R E E
“ He goes with the good will of all in the
industry who have regard for conscientious
service.
j
"H is work of the last five years wui
“ TREASON” IN KOREA
live in the opinion of the miners as one
The South Korean Minister of In
of
the greatest examples of service for his
formation, Mr. Clarence Rhee, declared
nation in our time.”
on June 28;h, that anyone found advoca
Who could not give noble service at
ting support for the Soviet cease-fire
£8,000 per year? The new chairman «
proposal would be regarded as a traitor
obviously well-fined to lead the coal
and severely punished.
Anyone who
industry. He is Sir Herbert Houldsworthspread “rumours not in accordance with
He is e K.C.
Government opinion towards the peace
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M ach in ism .
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This is not a subject
to be dismissed in a
paragraph: it is perhaps the basic
problem of our civilization* embracing
war, famine* social disintegration,
moral degeneration, and metaphysical
despair. It is not a subject on which
anarchists have a clear and coherent
point of view. Most of us, I think,
tend to distrust the machine: the
modem state could not exist without
it, and is in some undefined sense a
creation of the machine. W e tend to
speak of the state in terms of the
machine— “ the machinery of govern
ment” , “ the bureaucratic machine” ,
etc. Metaphors, no doubt, but the day
is not so distant when Whitehall will
become one vast calculating machine,
with forms fed in at one and and in
fallible statistics controlling our lives
com.ng cut at the other end. A new
word has been invented— cybernetics
— and it comes from our most mech
anised society, the United States. It
means “ the theory c f communication
and control in the man and the
machine” , and it is very necessary for
all of us to understand its implica
tions. We cannot do better than read
Dr. Norbert Wiener’s The Human
Use of Human Beings, a book on
Cybernetics and Society as its sub
title more clearly indicates. Wiener
is professor of Mathematics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and one of the men responsible for the
development of the “ mechanical
brain” — “ wrhich,” says the blurb, “ can
do routine mental jobs better than -any
man, and which therefore make the
untrained mind a drug on the market”
(the book is published here by Eyre
& Spottiswoode, price 18s.)
T h e untrained mind means, ap
parently, the mind incapable of
understanding and controlling these
robots. “ Any machine constructed for
the purpose of making decisions, if it

“ KICKS

AND

1 2 /6 d . n et)
A LTH O U G H this book is long and at
limes very tedious, and although the
receptive reader in the end is more likely
to feel confused than satisfied, it is never
theless well worth reading. For, in spite
of some weakness as a work of art and
as a ‘document’— a preliminary note empha sizes that h belongs "entirely to the
domain of fiction”— it is probably the best
of all the cold-war novels that have been
published to date. Koestler has written
of it: ^ln this great novel, Victor Serge
makes the dumb suffering of an enslaved
continent articulate” . It is certainly a
cry from the heart of a sincere writer
whose theme is life under the totalitarian
State Capitalism of Soviet Russia. The pic
ture, presented in the form of story, seems
on The whole 10 be convincingly authentic,
which is the most that can be said of it
by one who, like this reviewer, has not
lived in the circumstances so vividly
depicted by the author.
The story is a simple one. A high
official of the Communist Party, Comrade
Tulayev, is shot on sudden impulse by
a militant younger member of the Party
who disapproves of his senior’s repressive
measures. The authorities seize on the
incident for 0 grand~*aile round~up of
all sorts and conditions of suspects and
doubtful*, prepare them carefully by
prison^conditioniogf interrogations and all
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does not possess the power of learning,
will be completely literal-minded.
Woe to us if we let it decide our
conduct, unless we have previously
examined the laws of its action, and
know fully that its conduct will be
carried out on principles acceptable
to u s ! “ Woe, woe, w oe! The hour
is very late, and the choice of good
and evil knocks at the door.” Dr.
Wiener is a very frightened man, and
when he looks round for a principle
or a faith that might conceivably
control the machine for the benefit of
humanity, he finds only Voices and
Rigidity. His final remarks are ad
dressed specifically to Americans, but
in this sense we are all Americans.
He slashes into Communists and
Capitalists alike, and into the Catholic
Church, and concludes: “ It is again
the American worship of know-how as
opposed to know-what that hampers
us. We rightly see great dangers in
the totalitarian system of Commun
ism. On the one hand, we have called
in to combat these the assistance of
a totalitarian Church which is in no
respect ready to accept, in support of
its standards, milder means than
those to which Communism appeals.
On the other hand, we have attempted
to sjTithesize a rigid system to fight
fire by fire, and to oppose Com
munism by institutions which bear
more than a fortuitous resemblance to
Communistic institutions. In this we
have failed to realize that the element
in Communism which essentially de
serves our respect consists in its
loyalties and in its insistence on the
dignity and the rights of the worker.
What is bad consists chiefly in the

ruthless techniques to
present phase of the

Herbert

which the
Communist

revolution has resorted. Our leaders
show a disquieting complacency in
their acceptance of the ruthlessness
and a disquieting unwillingness to
refer their acts to any guiding prin
ciples. Fundamentally, behind our
•counter-ruthlessness there is no ade
quate basis of real heartfelt assent.”
A vague expression— “ heartfelt as
sent” . I suspect that Professor Wiener
means “ mutual aid” , and that he is
one of our crypto-anarchists.
J u en g er and M o u n ie r.

Read

THE SECOND

the tricks with which we have been made
familiar (of which there need be no doubts
whatever) and then, when all the charac
ters have been well rehearsed, a court of
law becomes the theatre for one of those
great propagandist trials to which the
Russian political stage-management can
rise with great dramatic art. As one reads
of the astonishing ramifications of the
investigators— they reach from Moscow to
Siberia, and extend to fighting Spain,
taking in the between-worlds of exiles and
weak-kneed intellectuals in Paris— one
feels very strongly that the author knows
at first-hand most of what he writes about.
In all this, the young Communist Kostia,'
who shot Comrade Tulayev, is a mere
symbol behind the grand opera of trial,
confessions, and what not. A delightful
turn is given to the whole story by the
fact that Kostia, the man who actually
used the revolver, is not caught in the
vast net! He gets away with it, whereas
many others who had nothing to do with
the crime are involved, some of them being
prison-conditioned into confessing to a
guilt which could not possibly be theirs.
That reads like good O. Henry. The
reader may wonder whether such things
could happen; but there is no doubt of
the effectiveness of the story-telling. It
is as exciting as any political thriller
could be.
If this book were not a novel (with
such emphasis placed o» its being “en
tirely in the domain of fiction”) and if it
were written from the pro-Soviet point
o f view, it would not require much skill
or knowledge on the part of a reviewer
to expose some grave weaknesses. For
example, there are many pages devoted
to republican Spain; to happenings there
during the Spanish War; and to person
alities. The point of mentioning Spain is
this: whernv we have no first-hand
knowledge of Hie behind the Iron Curtain,
the tame does not apply to the republican
zone of Spain. Many of us followed the
Spanish struggle with great keenness;
others of us were in Spain and saw some
thing of the struggle at first-hand; a few
went behind tha political scenes, and even
saw something of what happened there.
Perhaps the author of this book did not
have any of these advantages, which may
recount for the weakness of his pages
about Spain. It would not fcfc difficult
to make fun of them, if anything were
to be gained thereby; but we may pass
them over at to much plain fiction, grant
ing full artiittic licence to the novelist.
The Jesuit-minded reviewer in the proSoviet camp, using that not too honest
method of seizing upon one weakness to
discredit the whole, could make good play
here. It it such weakness as this which,
alone, would keep Comrade Tulayev out
of the Uip rank of 'fiction documentaries*.
For the rest, as Kocatler rightly says,
the book makes dumb suffering articulate.

a§ 3n organization which must be
brought to perfection, which must be
controlled by a perfect automatism.
T he technician asserts that the state
can properly fulfil its tasks only
when it becomes organized on a com
pletely technical basis, when the idea
of the state and its purpose are
organized into a centralized func
tionalism, an all-embracing machine
which nothing escapes. But precisely
this definition annihilates the very
essence of the state. For, indispensable to the state is that which is
not state, and can never become state.
This something by which alone the
state can be a state is the people.
T h e people m ay well be conceived as
the carriers of the state; there are all
kinds of relationships between the
governed and the government, but
never can the people be the state
itself.. T h e very idea o f the state is
null and void once this basis collapses
whereon the state is built. The
technical organization of the whole
people to the point where no sector
of life remains unorganised, in the
end brings the downfall of that state.”

OF TH REE

A R TIC LES

The Pacific
evitably disrupted by the arrival of white
settlers in large numbers, and the bad
effects of this contact were probably much
more severe than that between the Indians
of Quebec and the French settlers in the
east during the seventeenth century. The
Iroquois of the east were an agricultural
people, and the gap between their customs
and those of the French peasants of that
time was sufficiently slight to make the
process of assimilation relatively easy.
The Indians of British Columbia, on the
other hand, were all hunters and fishers,
with almost no agriculture of any kind,
and there was a vast gulf between their
life and that of the nineteenth century
traders and farmers who introduced them
to European life.
The first explorer to visit the coast was
Captain Cook, who established contact
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whose eariy death about a year ago

n

There are
two other
books which might be read with pro
fit now that we are debating the
problem of machinism. One, a furious
onslaught on the machine and all its
works, has not been published in this
country. It is a translation of a book
written in 1939 (but not published till
1946) by Friederich Georg Juenger,
the brother of the more famous Ernst
Juenger, and is called The Failure of
Technology, and is published in the
United States by the Henry Regnery
Company at $2.75. It is a powerful
Another crypto-anarchist?
and persuasive book, and its thirtyeight short chapters attack every
T h e other book that deals to a con
aspect of “ technological progess” I
siderable extent with the problem of
will quote its conclusion: “ The state
machinism is Be N o t A fra id : Studies
itself is now conceived by technology
in Personalist Sociology by Emmanuel

economy and social life of the
THEBritish
Columbian Indians were in

CD.
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MACHINISM

A Cold W a r Novel
THE CASE OF C O M RAD E T U L A Y E V
by Victor Serge. ( Ham is h Hamilton,
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ju

regretted, war a
Catholic, a disdpk of P B u t ini
attmtdc to
ferent from Gill's and other Catholic
1disttibutivists.
. .
. .He is, almost 1lyrical
711UUin
| nis praises of the civilizing influence
of the machine, and takes the view
that as a direct extension of man’s
faculties and intelligence, it is divinely
sanctioned and should be developed
for the benefit of mankind* But only,
of course, within the controlling ethos
of a Christian scommunity,
, ,. „_^ Mounier’s
^
,
penonahst sociology has many points
0
with anarchism, and his
principle, that a morally
healthy society could be ousted to
make a right use of technology, is one
with which we can agree. But how
distinguish the good machines from
the bad ones-* It is ample, says
Mourner. Good machines are an j
tension of the human hand; ba
machines are automatic. A bicycj
is a good machine— “it is well adap
to the human body: the handli
correspond to the aims and hands,
pedals to the feel, and it is enti
controlled by the human body” ,
motorcycle, however, is a bad mac
_ ^ is merely a mechanism that |
forms controlled automatic work; |
now I am lost in contemplation of1
typewriter! It is a good maemnd
deride, for though it has its full sM
of “ that measure of disorder known|
the statistical mechanist as entrop3
it is the moving finger (or rather, 1
of them) that writes.

b y GEORGE WOODCOCK on

Coast Indians

with the Nootka of Vancouver Island
during the eighteenth century. H e was
followed by a number of sea traders, and
then, in the early nineteenth century, the
Hudson’s Bay Company and its rivals
pushed their fur-trading enterprises over
the Rockies from the prairies.
These
first white men were comparatively few in
numbers, and they had no interest in
changing the customs of the Indians,
since they were seeking the furs which re
sulted from a continuance of hunting, and
their arrival, paradoxically, resulted in a
brief flowering of west coast art into its
most brilliant and abundant phase. The
early totem poles and other carvings had
been done laboriously with stone tools;
the arrival of iron axes and chisels im
mensely increased the ease of working
wood, and the poles, which hitherto had
been available .only to very rich chiefs,
were now carved in much greater abund
a n c e and with an increasing wealth and
fantasy of design.
But already the contact with white men
began to show a disintegrating influence
on Indian society. T he new demand for
furs and the competition of white trap
pers who had come in from the east began
to diminish seriously the stock of game
and fur-bearing animals.
European
diseases, such as smallpox and consump
tion, began to take their toll of the
Indians. A large-scale prostitution traffic
began; the Haida and Tsimshian, as well
as the local Salish, would take their
women down to Victoria for the use of the
white men there, and there was a conse
quent spread of venereal disease among
the tribes. Added to this, such organisa
tions as the Hudson’s Bay Company began
to buy up the land from th e Indians at
fantastically low prices. The whole site
of Victoria was purchased from the
Songhees tribe for just over £100; the
Indian chief who revealed the existence
of the rich coal measures at Nanaimo was
rewarded with a bottle of Hquor.
By the 1840’s the missionaries had ap
peared, and began to interfere with native
Indian life, It must be admitted that
they persuaded them to abandon some
unpleasant customs and helped to put an
end to the institution of slavery. On the
other hand, they and the governmental
authorities broke up the Indian way of
Kfe by such measures as the banning of
the potlatch, and thus left the Indians
wide open to the advance of a rapacious
form of exploitation against which they
were not at the time fitted to struggle.
The gold rushes to the Fraser Valley
and the Cariboo during the 50*s and 60*s
dealt a final blow at the Indian economy
in this area. The supplies of game began
to dwindle rapidly, and the land was
occupied, not only by miners who wreaked
a bloody revenge on any interference they
received from the Indians, but also by the
unsuccessful gold seekers who began to
turn to farming. In 1847 and 1850 there
were smallpox epidemics in Victoria: the
Indians from the coast who happened to
be there trading at the time were the nrst
victims, and they were driven out by the
white men, so that the disease was spread
up and down the coast, and whole villages
were killed off. As it was, the warriors

and fishermen who were in Victoria,
the time caught the disease, this n a
that the fitter members of the tribes we
the first to die, and the result was
general impoverishment in the stan
of living of the survivors, and a resultan
lowering of resistence to disease, so
since that time the Indians have oeen
.1
more susceptible to tuberculosis tiia n t
white neighbours and have also suflared.j
greatly from such epidemics as the in n u -;
enza of 1918. A later smallpox epidemic,
in 1862, swept over the southern part or |
the interior, and had a parallel effect in
a wide depopulation of the province.
By the second half of the nineteendi
century the Indian tribes seemed to be |
completely engulfed in the tide of Euro- j
pean pioneering, and this was increased^
by the building of railways and
coming of European fishermen to dK
coast. The lands of the province were
alienated and the Indians segregated into i
reserves. More than that, tiieir native I
ways of life became impracticable. The**
hunting tribes of the interior found tiieir j
food a n im a ls diminished, and were forced
to c h a n g e over to a settled life of sub
sistence f a r m in g for which they had not
the requisite experience and which they
disliked. The Coast Indians found their
elaborate society, with its complicated
art and ritual, and its intricate social
patterns, breaking up rapidly before the
onslaught of a new society which they did
not understand. Their fishing grounds
were being used by people with much
better equipment than theirs, and, weak
ened by disease and starvation, they
began to live a dispirited imitation of the
white man’s life. So demoralised had they
become that a responsible sociologist,
writing in the 1920’s, regarded them as a
dying race. The only tribe which seemed
to adapt itself to the new life right from
the beginning was the Kootenay, whose
country was colonised comparatively late,
in the 1890’s, and who became expert
horsemen and ranch-hands. Their resili
ence was largely due to the comparative
simplicity of their society, which was
relatively lacking in class barriers and
elaborate ritual.
The result of the impact of the whites
can be seen most vividly in the drastic
decline in the Indian population during
a century. Some smaller groups, like the
Tagish and Tseisaut, have become com
pletely extinct Among the larger tribes
the present populations are from a
quarter to a half of what they must have
been at the anival of the first explorers.
The most populous group, the Coast
Salish, must have numbered nearly 15,006
when Cook arrived. Now they are about
4,000, And elsewhere the figures are very
similar. Only the Kootenay, a relatively
small tribe, retained anything approaching
(heir original population.
The last twenty years has seen a
in the condition of the Indians They
have begun, at last to understand thej
new environment, and thev -have becom,
vocal once more as a group. We beam*
very much aware of this fact durinjt m
recent tour of the back areas
Columbia.

(To be continued}
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IDEN TITY CARDS
VCR. WILLCOCKS lost his case in
law. but he secured a moral
victory in creating the opportunity
for the judges to expose the legal
anomalies of identity cards. And he
has succeeded in bringing the whole
question of identity cards into the
public m ind a t the same time. I t is
therefore timely to consider again our
own attitude to the question of official
papers.

Should Housing Standards be cut)

in the case of M r. Willcocks. The
lesson is clear: they will use these
measures, intrinsically unjust and
hostile to the tradition of freedom, as
long as they are not effectively chal
lenged. But when such a challenge
is made, results follow.
It remains, therefore, as always,
with the individual to raise his voice
against injustice and admrastrative
anomaly. These two cases show that
the Government is not all-powerful
against informed public opinion.

A New Party in India
B re a k a w a y fro m C ongress

A political convention meeting at Patna
T k earlier this month, under the chair
manship of Mr. Kripalani, the former
president of Congress, has fornied an
opposition party on an all-India basis,
Identity cards, working permits, all the Kisan Mazdoor Praja (Peasants* and
those pieces of paper which authori Workers’ Democratic) Party.
s e s can demand and scrutinize to see
Mr. Kidwai will remain for the time
being as a member of both Congress and
-of they are “in order3*, all derived
b o m the period of Bonapartist re the Cabinet, although the new party’s
exludes members of other
lic tio n after the French Revolution, constitution
Parties from membership. He will wait
irice then it has always been a com until the next meeting of the All-India
monplace for men and women to be Congress committee next month before
lopped and held by the polype on the taking the next step.
The Objective of the new Party is given
Kpontinenr because their papers were
W a t in order. T h e English liberal out as the establishment, by peaceful means,
lo o k which dom inated the nineteenth “of. a free, democratic casteless and class
less society”. The party manifesto lays
always looked askance at the
stress on the overhauling of the adminis
rightly seeing it as a grave trative machinery, which is condemned as
“top-heavy, inefficient, and corrupt”, im
tpcursion on political liberties. T oposing the “heaviest burden on an im
P % ? there arc in m ost Continental
poverished
and overstrained economy”.
P p o n lu es, concentration camps for
Foremost
among its demands is the
p o s e who have no papers or who have
ruthless elimination of black-marketing
■H tsarisfactory” ones— but who are
and other anti-social elements which have
b a r g e d with no other known crime.
flourished through the “complacency of
the present Government”. Devolution of
political authority and reasonable power
have often pointed out that the
for local units is another feature of the
^fraction o f identity cards into this
manifesto, which visualises a strong central
pP tnitry in 1939 was greeted with inGovernment deriving from the mutual
dignsdcn in* liberal circles. Indigna
understanding and voluntary co-operation
between healthy^ and vigorous autonomous
tio n sufficiently powerful to make the
units.
Regarding nationalisation the
W hen H om e Secretary, S ir John
manifesto, while conceding that some de
m o d crscn , give th e governm ents
fence and key industries must be nation
fc to im word, th a t they would be
alised, does not believe in the necessity of
the Government directly undertaking and
ahrfeHpd a t the end o f the “em er
conducting all industrial enterprises. The
gency’’. T h e technical victory o f the
wholesale nationalisation of industry, it
G overnm ent over M r. Willcocks is
observes, would ultimately lead to a State
dbc solely id th e legal quibble about
capitalism, inimical to democracy.
fhc “emergency” . In 1939, i t clearly
mewT w artim e; and i t is outrageous
rbar sD-day. m ore than six years after
rise war in Europe ended, th e “ em er
FOREIGN
CO
gency” should still protect identity
cards.
A h fm g b the police in the M etrodh-sn area have been insm icted not
idenriiy cards except in
TD MSt
poos crime” , i t is a much
cases of
jo abolish them altogether.
A ” —those cursed dupes
f—justify th a n on thb
which makes effective
r so difficult: th a t they
we ice written w w the social
c f th e wel3MC- J ^ nnnhmEsoB
_
s&bage o o t m a y ne'g * tf i s
a. io x th a t traditional
m things comes f m n
: b m altso from the
dm* p m m i f k d ha L ord
eoes she w * » l k p s la o o n
S ike idea d Avrlwing

A God-fearing child in the school sports
might wdi multtr an inward prayer,
“Ob God, let me win, and Til ©ever poll
the cat’s tail again* and Til work hard in
arithmetic and keep my bicycle etean.^
This was the mood behind the talk of
post-war reconstruction we heard so much
of during the later period of the war.
The feeling of guilt, contrition and aspira
tion enlisted behind ii the testimony of
technicians and experts to show that a
“better Britain” was possible. Some ad
mirable reports and books were produced;
two that spring to mind are Sir E. XX
Simon’s Rebuilding Britain—A T&eruyYear Pleat (Gollancz), and Prof. G. D, H.
Cole’s Building # Planning (Cassell)- But
we have always thought it rather futile for
economists to computate the number of
houses that the available sources of labour
materials and finance can produce in a
year since when we descend from plans to
practice, 'all sorts of political considera
tions enter and make nonsense of the
hopeful statistics. The limiting factors
in housing have been first the “export
drive”, and now the “rearmament pro
gramme”. The first of these economic
fallacies is based on the curious notion
that we are still living in the 19th century,
and the second an absurd idea that the
way to get peace is to prepare for war.
So the great hopes, the plans for “treat
ing housing as a military operation” (a
strategic withdrawal?) have been reduced
to the Labour Party’s aim of 209,000
a year. (We ignore the Conservative
Party’s 300,000 as a cynical electoral
slogan, though it is small enough in face
of actual needs.) Mr. Gaitskell told Par
liament in the debate on the defence pro
gramme that the rate of house building
would be maintained at 200,000, but on the
basis of the returns for the first quarter
of the year it is already down to 175,00.0.
The Architects Journal says, “Indeed,
Mr. Gaitskell admits that ‘if in a par
ticular locality there is a great scarcity
of labour . . . it may be taken from
housing and put on to defence.’ So
this target of 200,000 houses (it might
as well be faced) is just a pious hope.”
Incidentally, this is in spite of the report
of the Housing Sub-committee of the
Economic Commission for Europe follow
ing it’s Geneva Conference in March,
that “urgent housing needs should not be
sacrificed because *of the current inter
national situation” and that the twelve
governments concerned should “maintain

MMENTARY

P E A C E TH R EA TEN S BIG BUSINESS

/T T IE change-over from civilian passenger car production to war pro
duction in the United States is throwing
many thousands of Detroit workers out
of jobs. The Chrysler Corporation is
sacking 20,000 ^hourly rated production
and salaried employees”, whilst the Briggs
Manufacturing Company, makers of the
auto bodies for Chrysler announce an
8,000 cut in employment. The Company
states that the “lay-offs” were of “in
definite” duration and this is taken to
mean that it will be months before the
workers can be re-engaged on the motor
industry’s defence projects.

population at 2,400 millions, representing
an increase of 500 million since 1920.

CONVERTS TO
O B S C U R A N T IS M I N U .S .A .

HpHAT there are more than 28 million
•** Catholics in the United States came
to us as quite a shock. What is even
more frightening is that the flock increased
in 1950 by nearly one million. There
are no less than 43,889 shepherds for
this expanding flock and the Church
Meanwhile, the Stock Markets in operates 11,767 educational institutions
America are reacting unfavourably. Ac and 5 million children are receiving
cording to a New York Herald Tribune religious instruction in various forms in
report (29/6/51), “Korean peace prospects classes conducted by Catholic institutions.
Of converts to the faith, the official
and
unfavourable developments in
business and industry led to increased directory (from which our figures have
sod ta ia a .
liquidation in security markets and dras- been culled) claims 121,950 for last year
| ticaiiy low prices to-day.” We draw and boasts more than a million during the
c m m m s m m m isd i- f special attention lo the three words which decade.
OOuE d n g h a a m a m i l to
we fuve italicized, for we are often told
No-one can say that the power of the
wot or gatiompg or ihe that we are behind the times when we Catholic Church is on the decline, and to
maintain chat there is a strong link be our mind it is a mistake to soft peddle the
S3
p8m p r a f a o k n 10 m m
tween eoanomies and wars—even *4idco- role of the Church in politics on the
ntmase i i
It may he
kagkal” wars, as in Korea.
grounds that we must not be intolerant.
Bteesm* m k&B/m the e r a h e r s mThe organised Church is a powerful
f c : pa/t m adnrinatratift^
political machine on the side of reaction.
It is on the side of obscurantism and
ka& m be dm r is m jboall
ORGANISED MOTHERHOOD superstition, and an international force
m th e te s m I kwniedfee
against progress of the mind. And it can
gtSrA a l j . -ppMhi b t emmAmf
m
I) E A 0 £ E S of Gerald Brenan's article be opposed on these grounds with the
in freedom oo the subjea same determination as we oppose the
^ i r Sane. Sods b a l docket- «f ) k a c d far birth a n tro l in Italy Popes of capitalism and the Red Pope of
« f l be interested in a broadcast item from the Kremlin 1
^ data jm t m jo a m c a d itseM i$
k a a ii, where for political reasons large
L ib e r t a r ia n ,
jf*r&
advixarae an
fttathea are coanarfged: Same 33,000
Bxzmm1 mother 1 who have raised 10
& k s x M a p p r e a d s id a d talaren or swore have been awarded the
doe md anS»l of Mather Heroine, the SPANISH WORKERS AND
mA 3emmsmn? aod prodacm *
Moscow^ rM n reported.
Mare than
hea h wwiiid
dr y m m awd*n of h r « iumVucs hurt FALANGE
f C ' i ~t,if 'r^ etf Kioooii been awarded the BAocfaerWl Medal and
Speaking at Bilbao on June 19th on
ihe Glory
Mctherhood Medal, the
hrotiukte atM
the fourteenth anniversary of the fall of
the dry during the Spanish Civil War,
rV iS i
CTt If a r a e r 1 T k t a ■ h e r Hmome is to our misid Sdlor Fernandez Cuesta, Minister of
.a
moat
apt
«tle,
for
ct
sAcrifioe
IECr.i-a>
Cur*
'w«iHISX I9
Idas? , % T
Justice and secretary-general of the
pi&H&Eft The Riivsean State needs
a it
Party, told 5,000 Basque work
me
so i
more caseaoe? tedder^ 'and ’here iair the Falangist
womxB fjrpsrtd i# do show duty far the men that the recent strike! In Spain did
constitute a danger to the State but
dBEa?' w
mameriend- And «* titak th»i the apol^ nor
rather
to the strikers themaeives, because
mimt. o i R uuie a t jitt*ys aD^aclng that
tx Gm
m m pasar r m. m m e
‘ such seditious acts” were punishable
in that cc&swtJT
ctf ihe mdi- iuoder the penal code. "The workers must
m m ad
jodaOB £IS 2fi£I- T h e f
understand that their old and ju&t claims
mete? ^
m Sam p sS z t r- I
JU ihe £fitat - r ite the IM hed Wateam cotocidc with the tints of the Falangist
u,
— -JOSSXXX
hi
of Tmijiirt jm ha D eaw |ra|ik M *#rtm esi*9 fat n i i
M C K mi idm
f
The Times, 22/ ^ 51.
iia »ww ^ T ^ririaialot d tt p rrftupg. w n r il

IWiish
gates have been withdrawn from the
oommtitet tsr rather* as the gfcvcrrvtwuft
expiring as things are at the watt***
they do « undertake t$ fee present ai
future meeting*’'.
If we cry to satisfy hearing needs on
the budget allocated to them it becomes a
question of trying to squeeze a quart out
of a pint
and a fet of people art
advocating what they take to be an easy
way out 3 the dilemma—-bull&ng smaller
houses, and more of them. Many home
less families, they tell u ^ would prefer
to have a lower standard of accommoda
tion than to wait for years for a heme.
And, of course, this is true, but as the
Manchester Guardian (31/5/51) says,
‘"When the cheese ration k cut in a
period of scarcity the loss to the consumer
is no more than proportional to the
amount and duration of the cut. With
housing standards the case is different; a
substandard house remains a social lia
bility for at least two generations, and
there comes a point beyond which a small
reduction m space brings a much greater
fall in domestic wellbeing.5’
House building to-day is based on the
minimum standards laid down in the
Ministry of Health’s Housing Manual
1949 (HM.S.O., 3/6), of 900-950 feet
superficial area for three-bedroomed
houses, as compared with $00-900 feet
superficial area in the Housing Manual of
1944, and with the 750 sq, ft. of most
local authority xiouses between the wars.
The increase in standards are the result
of years of agitation and persuasion from
voluntary bodies like the Housing Centre
and the T .C J\A . As with controlled
prices, where maximums usually become
minimums, so with house sizes, permitted
minimums have a way of becoming the
general standard, and once a reduction is
conceded it will take years to re-establish
a higher standard, "We do not suppose
that those building trade employers and
journalists who are glibly advocating a
reduction, live in a family of five in a
house built to the old standard. The
value of apace in houses depends, of
course, on the use that is made of it.
Architects can devise ways of reducing
“circulation space” in halls and passages
as was shown by the recent Builder com
petition for £900 to £1,000 houses. But
as Town & Country Planning (April,
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If we want m baild mart houses w itto
the present expendfeiro, fiat
to attack are not house a t e . 3m the
absurd tneffiriancy of
buildiog mdustrv, and the price rings and huge
profits of the suppliers of faultag
materiafe. Bat what should pritsari^ ^
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The Law and the Identity Card
FR O M PAGE O N E
motorists were reported for traffic offences
the Court desired to know if it was the
first offence or whether the defendant had
been convicted before.
But how illogical Lord Goddard can be,
and thereby perhaps revealing his true
sentiments, when he states in one part of
the judgment that; “The National Regis
tration Act$ 1939, was passed for security
reasons. It was never passed for these
other purposes for which it was now ap
parently sought to be used. Acts of Par
liament were passed during the war for
particular purposes,” And in the same
judgment it was obvious that the
police now, as a matter of routine,
demanded to see registration cards when
ever they stopped motorists whatever the
offence might be.. “Of course if they are
looking for a stolen car or for particular
motorists engaged in committing crime if
it one thing, but to demand registration
cards of all and sundry—from a lady
leaving her car outside a shop longer than
she should, for instance—is wholly un
reasonable,” he said. (Our italics.)
And how significant it is that Lord
Goddard himself changed his view over
night during the two days of the hearing.
For the interpretation of the law that the
High Court decided requires us, as The
Times says, “to believe that we are still
involved in thirty distinct emergencies, all
of indefinite duration” . But on the first
day, Lord Goddard declared that;
“There is not a trace in these acts to
show that Parliament was contemplating
any more than one emergency. What are
the other emergencies?” (Manchester
Guardiani 26/6/51), and “There cannot
have been 19 and 20 'emergencies*. That
|$ common sense/* (News ChronH:Ut
26/6/51). On June 12th he had re
marked that “the emergency has cither
come to an end or it has not”. The fact
that the Lord Chief Justice's own inter
pretation of the law can change so sud
denly is one more illustration of the
dtizen*s complete inability to know what
the law is, unless like Mr. Willcock he is
ready to meet the costs of a test case
amounting to between £750 and £l>09fk
The reason for Lord Goddard’s change of
mind is surely the appalling (from a legal
point of view) consequences of any other
interpretation. For not only the Rent
Restrictions Act, but innnumcrable other
laws would have been found to be invalid.
Imagine the proceedings for wrongful
conviction which would pile up against
the judges or the wrathful ‘Z’-men whose
present call-up is foi the emergency
occasioned by the German invasion of
Poland I

qpHXS history of the Itacfcy Card 3s *
-I confirmation of the Anarclass’oofit®tion that legislation passed on the grosafc
that a “state of ^mecgeocy^ a t e t e
the unpleasant habit of becoming p
manent institution and heritably p t e l
for entirety different purposes t t e i t e e
for which Si was o ri$ ta% iwended k*F
so the public were ted to befim:!) The
Identity Card which in the
of 1939 was to tie used in oon&ednoc tafa
conscription and rationing is 'WMf. sis
years after the end of the vest, a
established documents net only wiih
police, but e ta ’s identity raid tsanber fe
used for instance, in cewnedrian iritfc
National Insurance, its marked on cta^s
passport^ can tie demanded wt Post Offices
when one draws money te r n a Saristp
Account or calls io r a pa^te.
Why? Because, to quose lo rd J t e s t
Jenkins, “What
da
to an end was not the end of xhe ecaer^
gency but an Order in OesmcSk'* Afai
no such Carder has bees made. A oteail
or design? It all depends what yor ta lk
of Goveroaxnasl

V A G RA N T CHILDREN
'X>f the h|indreds of tlKsteid& oi 'tittatttched’ youngsters roaming -the
tcred streets of Cernial
awasy
w i t \*agrams by force of
seeking -only to 'te a ®
te M jg '
they had seen destroyed^ ^ ^ ^
elusive majority a w ka opan,
against the social 'order5ta y had know,
Deprived at t . a g e # t a a i t e t e
and security whkh hoiie
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SY N D IC A LISM
TJHlLIP

SANSOM ’S penetraring series
on “Syndicalism” now appearing in
Freedom have prompted me to dig out the
following interesting abbreviated extracts
fro m :—
( 1) “L ’Homme qui r it’ (The Laughing
Man) by Victor Hugo (1802-65):
“What would become of the state if
no one consented to serve it? Would not
everything come to a standstill? T o keep
his place is the duty of a good citizen.
Learn to sacrifice your secret preferences.
Where would we be if everyone had his
rights? Can you imagine a city ruled
by its citizens? W hy,-the citizens are the
team, and the team cannot be driver. T o
put to the vote is to throw to the winds.
As for me, I wish to enjoy myself; not
to govern. A prince is a providence, and
takes care of us all. T ruly the king is
generous to take so much trouble for our
? ^ e.s* ,^*s his business. Peace, W ar,
Legislation, Finance— what have the
people to do with such things?
Of
course the people have to pay, of course
the people have to serve; but that should
suffice them. They have a place in
policy; from them come two essential
th ings, the army and the budget. T o be
liable to contribute, and to be liable to
serve; is not that enough? W hat more
should they want?

akin g Ends Meet

morality. I am accused of sedition,
these are crimes, I am guilty.”

If

(3) “Syndicalism”, by J. H. H arley:
“ It was in France th at Syndicalism,
in the really modern sense, had its official
birth. The C hartist Movement of 1842
had its distinctly syndicalist accompani
ments .. . . B ut the arts of production
were not far enough advanced to make it
successful in its main ends and objects.
Its revolutionary programme occupied a
permanent place on the agenda of the
ordinary Trade Union meeting. The
leading British T .U .s were too reflective,
too cautious, too anxioiis for selfimprovement to stake their fortunes on a
single throw of the dice. The French
workman, on the contrary, is far less
deeply read in economics than are the
elite of the British Labour leaders. He is
inspired by the leaders of the Revolution
rather than by the pundits of Socialism.
He is full of grand projects of inter
nationalism and anti-military propaganda
rather than with the nationalisation of
industries, or with the municipalisation of
gas and water.”
Glasgow, 16/6/51.
H . T . D brrett.

august contemporary the Spectator
has been publishing a series of
articles under the title “Making Ends
Meet”, in which members of the “middleclasses” have been revealing their financial
plight in an orgy of self-pity. The fol
lowing comment from M r. F. Barber of
Dudley, recently appeared in that paper,
and is a salutary rejoinder to those whose
arrogant assumptions of superiority lead
them to imagine that their privileged posi
tion in society is God-ordained and
eternal.

f\U R

C A SU A LS
During the hearing of the St. George’s
Election Petition in 1896, a docker was
being questioned ‘as to, credit* by Mr.
Samuel Cock, Q.c., “ Oh,” said Mr. Cock
witheringly, ‘so you are a casual.” The
witness loosened the red handkerchief
round his throat, thrust his head forward
and replied, “Yus, I get a job when I
can— same as wot yer does yerself.” That
concluded the cross-examination.
— Lord Stans gate, in a recent broadcast.

SYNDICALISM — THE

“ I am an ordinary worker living in the
midst of an essentially working-class
district, and have read your very interest
ing journal regularly now for ever ten
years. I should imagine that the great
majority of your readers belong to the
professional and middle classes, and I
should be very glad if any of them
could enlighten me on the following
two points which have always greatly
perplexed and intrigued me, to which
I have never succeeded in getting any
satisfactory reply: (1) Why are the
middle classes totally unable to ‘make
ends meet’ and apparently living in
direct poverty on incomes which are
beyond the wildest dreams of the vast
majority of the ordinary workers of this
country? Neither my own income nor
those of my fellow-workers comes to onehalf of the figure of £800 after deduction
of tax enjoyed by the retired headmaster,
yet most of us ‘make ends meet* without
undue difficulty or, at any rate, without
excessive grumbling and self-pity. (2) Why
do the . middle classes possess, or imagine
that they possess, God-given rights to
amenities and services not enjoyed by the
workers and which, indeed, it is appar-
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entiy wicked and immoral of the workers
to expect?
“The most . annoying and infuriating
thing about these people with their hand
some incomes and comfortable pensions is
the way in which they assume that they
are magnanimously ‘making sacrifices* for
the workers. Are these retired profes-.
sional people aware that their pensions are>
a charge on production, and that pro
duction depends entirely on the workers,
who alone can give real value to the
money amounts of these pensions? That,
in fact, the workers are ‘making sacrifices*
for them rather than the reverse? Are
they aware, however, that no pensions
await the majority of these workers on
retirement other than the meagre State
pensions, and that these are only assured
to them by the Welfare State, at which
contributors to the Spectator never seem
to get tired of sneering?
“ It would be interesting, for purposes
of comparison, to publish an article show
ing how one of the many aged couples in
this district manage to ‘make ends meet* 1
on a weekly income of £2 12s. per week,
and how their budget compares with that
of the retired headmaster with his £800;
per year and the parson with his £250j
But, of course, these people are inarticu-'j
late. They cannot write articles for the
Spectator. Therefore, presumably, th e j
just don’t count.”

“ They are the military and financial
arm. A magnificent role. Taxation and
the civil list are the salaries paid by the
peoples
prince.
The
*---- r - — and vearned
a m c u by
u y the
iu c p
rin c e .
m e
N i l T I N AS ’ A N D
? eoplt give their blood and their money, j S Y N D IC A L IS T S , like Anarchists, do not make a virtue of occupation of the factories, those factories will buffer if violence
in return for which they are led. T o 1 3
.
...
_.
,
.
a
n n o u n c e m e n t s
wish to lead themselves! W hat an absurd 1
necessity, and they recognise that the end does
doe not justify is used against them. Now every employer will hesitate— and
idea. They require a guide; being ignor- ■the means, but that the means are governed by the ends in M the State is just another employer in this sense— to sanction the
ant, they are blind. Has not the blind
view. With this in mind, we have to consider now the Syndicalist destruction of his property, even if he seems to be losing it.
man his dog? B ut why are the people
LONDON ANARCHIST
attitude to violence, for the argument is often put forward that He would rather take the chance* of pulling a political or
ignorant? Because it is good for them.
GROUP
financial
trick
after
the
trouble
is
over
(as
has
been
done
so
Anarchists and Syndicalists must be pacifists, since it is incon
Ignorance is the guardian of virtue.
OPEN-A IR M EETIN GS at
sistent to denounce the State for its violence if you are prepared often) and perhaps get back in control that way. It*s up to
Where there is no perspective there is no
H YD E PARK
ambition. T he ignorant man is in useful
the workers to see that he doesn’t.
to resort to violence yourself.
Every Sunday at 3.30 p.m.
darkness. H e who reads, thinks; who
Now, no reasonable person believes that the use of force
The second defensive measure is the setting up o f workers’
IN D O O R M EETIN G S
thinks, reasons. B ut not to reason is
solves any argument, and, in spite of the popular misconception, militias. These differ fundamentally from the official army of
Every Sunday at 7.30 p.m.
duty. These truths are incontestable;
at the PO R CU PIN E {comer Charmjf
society is based on them.”
Anarchists do not “believe in** violence, any more than the the State in that there is no intention of making them a per
Cross Road at Gt. Newport Street, 1,
society
they
want
to
see
is
one
where
everybody
rushes
around
manent
institution,
and
in
the
fact
of
their
decentralised
control.
(2) The life and trial of Thomas
next Leicester Sq. Underground Stn.)
killing everybody else because there is no longer a police force
M uir, Advocate, of Huntershill, Glasgow
Workers’ militias are formed by workers who take up arms
L A S T M E E T IN G :
(1765-98,) tried for sedition before the
to restrain them. We denounce the State because it organises to defend their revolutionary gains. They consist of volunteers
JU L Y 8 —B rands Tonks
High Court o f Justiciary in Scotland, and
violence, makes permanent institutions of its violent organisations only, any form of conscription being in contradiction to the aim
SOME ASPECTS O F ANARCHISM ;
sent to transportation for 14 years:
and forces its citizens to be violent at its command. If one of of the Syndicalists. The conscious worker-in-anhs has only two
These Meetings are suspended for
“ I consider the ignorance of the people,
us murders another individual for motives of our own, we end aims: to prevent the means of production falling back into the
the Sumer months. They
on the one hand, to be the source from
up on the gallows, but the State tries to force all its young lh a n d s of the ruling class, and to get back to his constructive
will re-commence in
which despotism flows. I consider, on
men to train for greater efficiency in mass murder for motives life as soon as possible.
the other hand, an ignorant people, im
SEPTEMBER.
pressed with a sense o f . grievances, and
Watch this column for future
they often do not understand or believe in.
In Italy, in 1920, the employers locked-out the workers to
wishing to have these grievances redressed,
Announcements <
We do not advocate violence as something we approve of enforce a wage-cut. The workers replied by taking possession
to be exposed to certain misery and to
for its own sake, but we do claim the right to resist violence of the factories and beginning to work them themselves
NORTH-EAST LONDON
complete ruin. Knowledge must always
by anybody else. Even in a Court of Law, the plea of “ Self Peasant syndicates organised food supplies, transport syndicates
precede Reformation, and who shall dare
D ISC U SSIO N M EETINGS
Defence*’ is recognised as a valid defence against charges of carried it to the towns, power workers got on with their jobs— in
to say that the people should be debarred
IN EA ST HAM
from information where it concerns them
murder or manslaughter. Has the citizen, then, no right to a word, a revolutionary economy was being established
at 7.30
so materially. I exhorted them to adopt
JU LY 10—Round Table
defend himself against the State, if the State uses armed force Workers* militias were organised, armed from the armaments
none but measures which were constitu
ANA RCHISM & MYSELF.
against him?
factories, but— they were not used.
tional, and entreated them to connect
JU LY 24— Discussion on
Theoretically, the Social Revolution could be achieved peace The State and the up-and-coming Fasdsti were helpless against
liberty with knowledge, and both with
FU TU R E GROUP A C T IV IT Y .
ably and bloodlessly. The workers could take over the means the workers in control and with arms to defend themselves.
Enquiries c/o Freedom Press
of production, and politely inform the employers, the police, the
In Spain, in 1936, the story had the big difference that the
SOUTH LONDON
lawyers and the prison officers, the Civil Service and the Armed revolution there was an answer to an officer-class putsch by
Fortnightly meetings, sponsored by
Forces that their services were no longer required in those Franco and his fellow-generals and fasdsts. There had to be
the S. London Anarchist Group,
capacities and that they could come and do some useful work fighting from the beginning. So the workers, already organised
are
held on alternate Tuesdays,
MAGISTRATES and judges always
for a change. And, theoretically, they could all accept it. There
at 7.30 p.m. at the
in strong Syndicalist and Anarchist movements, created their
I show very little mercy for anyone
is even a school of thought which maintains that all these militias immediately. They raided barracks for arms, in some
K E N T ISH DROVERS Public House, .
before them who has been found guilty
reactionary
forces would melt away in the face of a majority
Peckham
of violence against a policeman, and in
cases having to overcome stiff opposition, in others being
{comer of High Street and Rye Lane)
in Parliament opposed to their existence I
deed the “ cat” has been retained in this
promptly joined by the soldiers. They took over the arms
JU LY 17—A Meeting
country for only one “ crime” : that of
But, alas, this remains—theory. The history of the 20th
factories, and in fact created an armoured car industry where
to Commemorate the
assaulting a prison officer.
century alone shows us that reaction knows a thing or two better none had existed before.
SPANISH REVOLUTION
*r
But it appears that not such a serious
than that. If a little tampering with the Constitution does not
view is taken, at least by some arbiters
Men like Durrutti sprang into prominence through their
GLASGOW
do the trick, then there could be a march on Rome, a burning
of the law when the processes are reversed
extraordinary grasp of revolutionary strategy. His column went
OUTDOOR M EETINGS at
and the police officer takes “the law into
of the Reichstag, a Franco uprising—a seizure of power one
to the aid of beleaguered Madrid, which Franco boasted would
MAXWELL STREET
his own hands**, as the magistrates always
way or another. Either way it eventually comes to the same
be in Fasdst hands within three days. It was nearly three
Every Sunday at 7 p.m.
put it in such such.
thing: a direct struggle between the people and the State.
With John Gaffney, Frank Leech,
year before Madrid fell, although long before that the workers*
A 34-year-old Barnsley man, Leslie
Where the people have the advantage is in the fact that
Jimmy
Raeside, Eddie Shaw
militias had been absorbed intb the centralised army of the antiRodburnc, was recently arrested on a
the State can only function through their acquiescence. The
charge of being found in possession of
Fasdst coalition, and had thus lost the striking-force and morale
KINGSTON
forces of the State, after all, are manned by workers in uniform.
certain goods.
A ny Comrades interested in
their early revolutionary enthusiasm had given them.
After being put in a cell at Cudworth
No longer does a regular army of mercenaries blindly serve
forming a Group in the
The
Spanish
militias
were
organised
in
small,
mobile
columns,
Police Station he was taken into the police
K IN G STO N crea,
authority. The conscript armies of to-day are unwilling soldiers,
on an autonomous basis, but close co-operation and exchange
office where there were nine police officers.
are invited to write to
already
with
a
grievance
against
the
State
which
unwarrantably
There, he alleged, he was subjected to a
of information bound them together. There was no hierarchy
Freedom Press.
interferes with their lives. Although revolutionaries are accused
“ softening-up process” to make him talk.
of officers, all the men being equal, and free to go home if
of disaffecting the troops, it is seldom that affection exists in they wanted to—but they did not. In the rear, their fellow1951 SUMMER SCHOOL
He had, however, no serious complaint
to make against any constable except
the first place!
This year's Summer School
workers were building a free sodety. They had something to
P C Holmes, who, he alleged, punched
Supposing, then, that workers began taking over industry on fight for, and knew it was worth it. The workers’ control in
will be held in
him about the head and face and kicked
GLASGOW,
a large scale. A social general strike was turning into a social the factory was matched by the militiamen’s equality in the
him in the ribs when was on the floor.
25th & 26th AUGUST
revolution.
Obviously,
the
Goycrnracnt
would
take
action
to
P.C. Holmes pleaded not guilty and
field. The end—the free decentralised sodety—wa» being
To be followed by a weiVs
defend the employers’ interests and to maintain their position reflected in the means.
onN when Rodburne used an “offensive
camping at the Gore Lock.
expression** did he, strike one blow “with
by force. (Remember that in the 1926 British General Strike,
Applications to:
The very fact that Syndicalists are not seeking power, carries
an open hand” .
John Gaffney,
warships appeared on the Clyde, the Thames, the Humber and the answer to the pacifist arguments that the use of force
The Court found him guilty of “an
18, Finniston Street,
the Tyne, The army encamped in Hyde Park—ostensibly to
inevitably corrupts the revolution, “as has been shown in the
assault causing bodily harm” and fined
Glasgow, C-l,
distribute
milk
but
obviously
ready
for
the
grimmer
purpose.)
A S SO O N A S POSSIBLE.
him forty shillings with costs!
past”. Russia is quoted as the supreme example. But in Russia
What is the first line of defence of the revolutionary workers?
force took forms quite unconnected with the defense- of a liber
Clearly one of propaganda to the workers in uniform. Antitarian revolution. The terror against counter-revolutionaries,
militarism is one of the most important features of the Syndi
ON THE ROAD
for instance, which only created again the repression the revolu
f r e e d o m
calist case, for one of the most important functions of the armed
tion sought to destroy, was the work of Siate-minded politicians
*-pHE report of the National Assistance
forces
is
counter-revolution,
activity
in
which
the
morale
of
the
T
h
e
A n a r c h i s t We e k l y !
A Board for 1950, recently published,
aiming at consolidating their own power, not abolishing it.
“other ranks” is already likely to be at a low ebb, for they can
Postal Subscription Rates
includes statistics on “persons without a
Immediately a new authority is born, the revolution is lost
12 months 17/- (U.SA. $3.00j
settled way of living, formerly described as
not lose their identity with their own people. Is the soldier
The
final defence of the sodal revolution lies not in fighting
6 months 8/6 (USJK.$I.S0}
vagrants or casuals, sleeping in reception
lightly to shoot down workers who may include his own father,
3 months 4/6 /U.S.A. $0.75)
and violence, necessary as it may be, for this is only a transitory
centres” . It is stated that the year under
or
brother?
Is
he
to
be
deaf
to
arguments
about
conditions
review saw the first use by the board of
SpecieJ Subscription Fates for 2 copiee
spasm—the death-rattle of the old sodety. The revolution will
which affect him when he is in “civvy street”.
its powers to bring before the court any
12 month. 27/- ( U-S-A. W & \
persons who had to be Assisted because of
6 month. I I / * (U-S.A-*2-15)
In the Russian Revolution, it was the soldiers “voting with be best defended by the abolition of the means of violence,
____ • o.'t and Moon Ordan should
detroying completely the power structure in society, so that man
persistent refusal or neglect to maintain
their
feet”
who
began
it.
The
armed
forces,
after
all,
bear
W to FREEDOM PRESS, cron**
himself. Four prosecutions brought prison
t / c Payae. and addressed to tfca publishers.
the brunt of capitalism's wart. They fight and die, are maimed, can no longer dominate man. Let the constructive revolution
sentences of two or three months.
f r e e d o m
p r e s s
T'he news must come as a shock to
burnt and blinded, give most and get least—small wonder that create such a society that no man would be fool enough to
want it changed. The’ free sodety wifi bt best defended hy—
those who thought that the system of
27 Red Lion Street
social revolutions often begin with mutinies in the Forces!
prosaiting vagrants, described so vividly
London, W .C .I
England
But, of course, many fighting men will remain true to the freedom.
m Chapter 16 of George Orwell’s Down
P h il ip S a n so m .
ToL
:
Chancery
6364
colours, and against whatever action they can take, the workers
Out m London and Peris, ta d died
the old Poor Caw.
have two lines of defence. The first is that, if they are in Next Week: THE PATTERN OF SYNDICALISM.
B.l, Published by Fsecdom Press. 17 R ed L ion S treet, London,
P rin ted by Express Printers, lau
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